
Major Part-III Examinations 2020
3rd Year

Subject: Office Management & Secretarial Practice
Paper : VI  (PRACTICAL)

COMPUTER APPLICATION

Full Marks: 100

Time: 4 Hours

Candiates are required to give their answer in their own
words as far as practicable.

Questions are of equal value.

Answer any one question from the following.

1. Write the steps in creating Bio-data in MS word. Mention your name, guardian’s name, ad-
dress, date of birth, nationality, academic records, extraordinary curriculum if any. Each point in
bio-data to be marked by bullet, academic records should be presented in table format, font size
of heading should be 14 and contents font size should be 12.

2. Write the steps of the following functions in MS-Word:

(a) Create a table of 10x5 with auto fit to contents

(b) Insert a new row at the top and write some heading in upper case in it and merge all the
columns of the first row.

(c) Insert a new column at the right side of the table

(d) Insert a new row at the bottom of the table.
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3. Write the steps of drawing Break Even line chart in MS-Excel.

4. Write the steps of drawing a Pie Chart in MS-Excel to present percentage of marks achieved
by you in second year OMSP examination.

5. Write the Syntax of the following functions in FOXPRO database

(a) Create a database file

(b) Add new records

(c) Modify the structure of file

(d) Arrange any field of database in descending order

(e) To view the contents of the database file

(f) To modify any record contents

(g) To delete a record temporarily

(h) To create a program file

(i) To get square root of any numeric expression

(j) To get log value with 10 base of a numeric expression

6. Write the steps in creating following population table in MS-Excel

Year SC ST GEN Male Female

2015 15 10 90 70 45

2016 20 12 89 72 49

2017 25 10 95 75 55

2018 22 13 101 74 65

2019 26 17 108 85 70

Also write the steps in calculating percentage of SC and ST population in the village year wise



7. Write the steps of creating company in Tally software and also mention the steps in creating
following ledgers with opening balance.

Capital Rs. 500000

Reserve and Surplus 150000

10% Debenture 200000

A Das (Creditor) 100000

SBI (Debit balance) 300000

Plant and Machinery 400000

P.Roy (Debtors) 200000

Purchase ——

Sales ——

Depreciation ——

8. (a) Write the steps in creating company using your name in Tally software for the financial year
2019-20

(b) Also write how you will enter the following ledgers opening balances

Capital Rs. 500000

UCO bank (Dr.) 300000

Cash in hand 200000

©  Write the steps of passing following voucher entries to the above company

(i) Rent paid Rs. 1200 in cash on 02.5.2019

(ii) Sold Pen 5000 pcs @ Rs. 10 each in cash on 02.12.2019

(iii) Deposit cash Rs. 50000 into UCO bank on 01.3.2020.

9. Write the steps of the following activities in Tally Software

(a) Creation of new group ‘ Intangible Fixed Asset’ in which enter the ledger ‘Goodwill’

(b) Create new cost categories ‘Branch’ and ‘Department’

(c) Create new Cost Centre Delhi, Mumbai under Branch category and production, sales
under department category



10. Write the steps of following activities in Tally software

(i) Rent paid Rs. 1200 in cash on 02.5.2019

(a) Delete of a ledger

(b) Delete of a voucher entry

(c) Delete of a cost centre

(d) Rename of a company

11. Write the steps of creating three slides using MS Power point about OMSP course contents in
different years. All the slides should have different lay out and transition.

12. Write the steps in creating two separate tables in MS- Access and use primary key to link the
tables.

Write the steps how quaries could be done by mixing both the tables contents.

Write the steps of arrangement of contents both in ascending and descending ord


